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Introduction

Companion Technologies

Back in the 1980s, when I first started writing about television, I came 
across a photo of myself as a little girl posing in front of my tv set. Stand-

ing in my red, white, and blue party dress, attempting to curtsy, I was the 
subject of a snapshot that curiously depicted tv not as a mass- entertainment 
medium but as a backdrop for a social performance in an intimate family 
scene (see figure I.1). Struck by the snapshot, I wondered if there were others 
like it. But despite periodic searches at flea markets and thrift stores over the 
past thirty years, I could never find examples. My luck suddenly changed in 
the spring of 2011, when I discovered a proliferating set of similar tv snap-
shots. I found them in vintage stores and especially on eBay, blogs, and share 
sites like Pinterest and Flickr. And even while my own photo continues to 
be meaningful to me, I realize, too, that the snapshots have larger historical 
significance.
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This book explores historical snapshots of people posing at home with 
television sets (primarily photographs taken in the 1950s through the early 
1970s). Based on more than five thousand snapshots, the book examines a 
prevalent but virtually overlooked photographic practice that took place at a 
time when television secured its role as the dominant medium in US life and 
culture. During these years, people used snapshot cameras to take pictures of 
their tv sets, and they photographed themselves posing in front of tv sets 
on myriad occasions. Snapshots provide clues into the ways people arranged 
rooms for television and how they incorporated it into the daily rhythms of 
work and play. In this respect, tv snapshots provide a new sort of evidence 
for histories of media and everyday life. Cultural histories of media innova-
tion typically use corporate records, government documents, trade journals, 
and related sources that shed light on technical design and industry prac-
tices. Historians also analyze promotional rhetoric (for example, at world 
fairs or in advertising), and they explore popular discourses and texts (mov-

Figure i.1 Snapshot of  
author, circa 1963. 
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ies, novels, short stories, jokes, or magazine articles about new or imagined 
media). A less typical but important strain of historical research uses meth-
ods of oral history to understand people’s memories of media and (through 
the circuit of memory) tracks clues to the media past.1 Building on this schol-
arship, but also rethinking its archival parameters, tv Snapshots uses what I 
call an “archive of everyday life” — my collection of images made by everyday 
people with ordinary snapshot cameras. 

To be sure, snapshots are not a transparent window into the past. They are 
textual forms and highly conventionalized modes of representation. At first 
glance, they often look exactly alike, particularly if you or your loved ones 
are not in the photo. Snapshot cameras (especially the low- end cameras most 
people used) had a limited repertoire of image- making possibilities so that 
the film stock, framing, focus, lighting, distance, and even the development 
process for images were standardized before anyone shot a picture. Camera 
manuals recommended the sorts of pictures one would take (birthday par-
ties, weddings, proms, new babies), and even if people did not always read 
or follow instructions, they usually adhered to a set of informal rules that 
were part of the social conventions of picture taking. Yet, despite their ge-
neric nature, snapshots provide an alternative framework through which to 
account for television and everyday life. They offer ways to think about how 
media consumers (as opposed to corporations or inventors) visualized and 
imagined their own relations to tv. Moreover, snapping pictures was a so-
cial and cultural practice in its own right. Therefore, this book examines tv 
snapshots as an activity, a hobby art, an expressive medium, and something 
people did with tv other than watch it. 

tv Snapshots is in many ways a call back to my first book, Make Room 
for tv, which examined tv’s arrival in the 1950s in the context of suburban 
domesticity.2 That book explored how advertisements, women’s home maga-
zines, films, and other mass media depicted, promoted, and debated TV’s ef-
fects on family life, and it demonstrated how television networks appealed to 
housewives and family viewers with programs that meshed with the rhythms 
of daily routines. tv Snapshots presents an alternate view from the images of 
television in mass- market magazines and ads for tv sets in the postwar pe-
riod. While 1950s home magazines and advertisements typically depicted tv 
in rooms that spoke to prevailing middle- class decorative ideals, the snap-
shots show a much broader range of tastes and sensibilities. Moreover, as 
opposed to the focus on middle- class whiteness in ads for tv sets and in net-
work programs, snapshots present a range of class, ethnic, and racial identi-
ties. tv snapshots also appeared in numerous national contexts. I have found 
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examples from the Soviet Union, Sweden, Hungary, France, Israel, England, 
Canada, Argentina, China, Belgium, Germany, Bulgaria, Egypt, and other 
places around the globe. 

tv snapshots call attention to the ways in which people used tv for pur-
poses unintended by the television industry. While ads for television sets 
usually showed families circled around it (figure I.2), glued to the images 
on-screen, snapshots rarely show people watching tv. Instead, when pic-
tured in snapshots, tv is typically a prop or backdrop for the presentation of 
self, family, and gender (figure I.3). People used cameras to make personally 
meaningful images and artistic renderings in which television played a cen-
tral role. In addition to family portraits, there are tv trick shots, still lifes, 
glamour poses, and even tv pinups and nudes. Way before the advent of 
home video, people took “screenshots” off tv, documenting, but also inter-
preting, the images transmitted on television through their own camera lens. 

Like contemporary selfies, tv snapshots were a quotidian form of self- 
display, a popular pastime, a mode of communication, and a way to craft im-
ages through mass- market media devices. Unlike selfies, however, tv snap-
shots were an analog mode of combining two devices — the camera and the 
tv set — in ways not predicted or even imagined by the industries that sold 
them. While histories of media technologies typically focus on one medium, 
in this book, I argue that we should also consider how people use media 
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technologies in connection with each other. This pertains not just to media 
devices that the industry markets as component parts (for example, the dvr 
is a component meant to be wired to a tv set). People also pair technologies 
on their own. In the postwar decades, people used the tv set and snapshot 
camera as companion technologies. As more and more people installed tvs in 
their homes, they also used snapshot cameras to picture themselves with the 
new medium. Even as tv became routine (by 1960, roughly 90 percent of US 
households had one or more sets), people continued to pose with television 
and use it as a subject of photos.

tv Snapshots tracks this parallel and intertwined history of media de-
vices. The images I explore in this book were the product of the conver-
gence between the two major domestic visual technologies in midcentury 
America. Together, tv and snapshot cameras afforded people opportunities 
to form a unique cultural practice. Armed with snapshot cameras, people re-
envisioned the dominant (industry- prescribed) spectator uses of television 
and made themselves the stars of their own tv scenes. 

Kodak Families
This book is primarily concerned with photographs of television rather than 
the history or theory of family photography. That said, as a photographic 
type, the family snapshot has a history of its own, and it has been the subject 

Figure i.2  
(opposite) 
Advertisement  
for rca television, 
circa 1949.

Figure i.3  
(left) Family 
snapshot, circa 
1949 – 55.
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of numerous theoretical explorations. By the time of television, snapshots 
were a major industry and cultural practice that engaged people around the 
globe. According to a Bell and Howell report on the leisure market, by 1959, 
US households were spending almost $300 million per year on photography 
compared to $313 million on concerts, opera, and theater combined. One 
year later, another Bell and Howell study claimed that photography was the 
most popular hobby in America.3 By far, Kodak was the reigning corporate 
brand, and therefore not surprisingly, most tv snapshots in my collection 
were taken with Kodak cameras and developed as Kodak prints. 

The Eastman Kodak Company marketed its first snapshot camera in 1888. 
One year later it adopted the slogan, “You Push the Button, We Do the Rest,” 
a catchphrase that captured the minimal amount of technical skill the device 
required and the maximum amount of pleasure it promised. As Nancy West 
explains in her history of Kodak’s marketing campaigns, Kodak’s appeal to 
women was especially important to the company’s rise and sustained suc-
cess. In 1893, Kodak introduced its fashionable Kodak Girl, who appeared in 
advertisements and in women’s magazines like Ladies’ Home Journal. In her 
early incarnation, the Kodak Girl resonated with “new woman” discourses of 
leisure and mobility; she was often pictured with a camera around her neck 
or snapping pictures of outdoor scenes. In the 1930s and especially during 
World War II, Kodak still targeted female consumers, but its ads focused 
mainly on sentimental family iconography, promising women that snap-
shots would strengthen family ties and create instant memories in material 
form.4 In the 1950s, in the context of the baby boom and the postwar em-
phasis on domesticity, Kodak ads often showed women as camera operators 
eagerly snapping images of children, pets, and household scenes. Neverthe-
less, in most tv snapshots I have found, women and children are the subject 
of the photo, and it therefore seems reasonable to assume that fathers often 
operated the cameras. Still, it’s likely that women preserved the snapshots. 
Throughout the twentieth century, Kodak told women to “Make Kodak your 
family historian” and promoted the family album as a woman’s concern, 
showing them how to create exciting books to share with family and friends.5 

Family snapshots present idealized pictures of how people wish it were 
or how they want to be regarded and remembered. Posers typically smile 
and look happy, and they perform socially sanctioned gender roles as fam-
ily members. In his 1965 book Photography: A Middlebrow Art (the first sus-
tained sociological study of the form), Pierre Bourdieu argued that snap-
shots are foremost a “ritual domestic cult” that “expresses the celebratory 
sense which the [family] group gives to itself.” Snapshots don’t just represent 
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the family; as a practice, taking pictures functions as a means “of reinforcing 
the integration of the family group by reasserting the sense that it has both 
of itself and of its unity.”6

Like family snapshots in general, tv snapshots often reify the family as 
an ideological unit by showing people who look happy, and they often take 
place on ritual occasions. They employ what Richard Chalfen calls “home- 
mode” aesthetics, “a pattern of interpersonal and small group communica-
tion centered around the home.”7 Although I’ve found candid shots featuring 
tv sets, as Chalfen argues of snapshots in general, most tv snapshots are 
deliberately staged.8 In the contemporary context of digital cameras, it’s easy 
to forget that most analog cameras came with film rolls (or by 1963, Kodak’s 
Instamatic cartridges) that took a finite number of pictures. The price of film 
and the fact that camera operators could run out of it meant that people of-
ten calculated shot choices without the luxury of digital deletion. Although 
there are many “bad” snapshots (blurry, crooked, overexposed), and while 
it’s difficult to ascribe personal intentions, the general goal of getting things 
picture perfect was at least an aspiration for many families at the time. Yet, 
despite snapshots’ veneer of family bliss, they are more than just glorified im-
ages of an idealized past. 

Writing against the sociological view of photography as a means of fam-
ily integration — or at least seeing that view as reductive — in Camera Lucida 
(1981), Roland Barthes calls attention to the textual and psychical dimensions 
of photographs and insists on their performative dimension (he speaks of the 
theatricality of the pose).9 Rather than Kodak’s version of sentimental nos-
talgia, Barthes considers the photograph’s relation to melancholy, mourning, 
trauma, and the passing of time. In his oft- cited analysis of his mother’s Win-
ter Garden photo, Barthes recounts his search for a photograph that captures 
her essence, but the search also leads to his sense of his own ephemerality 
and impending death. The photograph records the “that- has- been” of the 
image.10 It marks a place and moment in time. It assures us that this place and 
moment occurred, but in so doing, the photograph also records that which 
will not be again. 

Capturing this doubleness (the positive registration of life in the past, and 
yet a sense of loss and negation), Barthes formulates the twin and related 
concepts of the studium and punctum. Derived from the Latin (a language 
that Barthes feels approximates his meaning more than any term in French), 
the studium refers to the habits of life presented in an image that can be eas-
ily recognized by other people (at least those familiar with the culture) and 
is therefore “ultimately always coded.”11 While the studium is present in all 
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photos, only some elicit the punctum, that aspect of the image “which will 
disturb the studium,” that “shoots out like an arrow and pierces me.” The 
punctum “pricks me (but also bruises me, is poignant to me,” and it is of-
ten created through unintended, even “accidental” details in the frame.12 In 
this regard, photographs are not just records of the past or emblems of fam-
ily integration; they also belie the wounds of affective response. Although 
Barthes speaks of photography in general (using art photography, personal 
photos, portraits, and photojournalism as examples), his framework has be-
come central to scholarship on family photography, and I refer to his con-
cepts throughout this book.

As part of their affective range and textual complexity, family photos or-
chestrate identity and identification regarding sexuality, race, gender, and 
class. Feminist historians and critics such as Jo Spence, Patricia Holland, An-
nette Kuhn, and Marianne Hirsch consider how family photographs, and 
historical portraits of women and girls in particular, express reigning ideolo-
gies and sentimental notions of middle- class heterosexual white domesticity, 
and at times evoke family and sexual trauma.13 Nevertheless, these and other 
feminist scholars also provide ways of thinking about family photos in rela-
tion to role playing and (following Judith Butler) conceptualize gender and 
sexuality as performances (as opposed to essential or natural forms of em-
bodiment).14 As with family snapshots more generally, tv snapshots reveal 
the modes of gender embodiment and pretense involved in midcentury fam-
ily life, and in some cases people strike poses that appear self- consciously to 
play with (and perhaps defy) normative gender roles. Observing this “gender 
trouble” in photos, Elspeth Brown and Sara Davidmann explore the act of 
“queering the trans* family album.” This is in part accomplished by lgbtq 
art photographers. But Brown and Davidmann also consider how the ordi-
nary family album might be reclaimed for affective memories and affilia-
tions among lgbtq publics, and for radical histories and present- day uses.15 
More generally, as artists, historians, and cultural theorists have increasingly 
come to view vernacular photography as worthy of study, scholarship and 
museum/gallery exhibitions explore family photos in relation to alternative 
histories and counter- hegemonic practices of everyday life.16 While the peo-
ple in tv snapshots often perform roles of nuclear family life, I also show 
how snapshots offer alternative ways of seeing the family and practices of 
looking (or not looking) at tv.

In her pathbreaking work on family photography, Hirsch discusses the 
visual complexities of what she calls the “familial gaze.” For Hirsch, the dy-
namics of looking are an overlooked but important component of how fam-
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ily relations are worked out and worked through. “The photograph,” Hirsch 
argues, “is the site at which numerous looks and gazes intersect,” including 
the looks between the camera operator and the subject; the exchange of looks 
among people in the photo; and the gaze of the viewer looking at the photo. 
The familial gaze also includes “external institutional and ideological gazes” 
outside the frame of the picture, and in this respect, Hirsch sees family pho-
tos in the context of family imagery more generally: “When we photograph 
ourselves in a familial setting, we do not do so in a vacuum; we respond to 
dominant mythologies of family life, to conceptions we have inherited, to 
images we see on television, in advertising, in film.”17 

tv snapshots engage the “familial gaze” in particularly interesting ways. 
As a piece of furniture in the home, the tv set is often a site of visual plea-
sure. Yet, unlike other objects, television can be “turned on,” and the ethereal 
images and performers on-screen often seem to look back at people in their 
homes and even become “actors” in the family pose, making tv photos es-
pecially uncanny. More generally, as a screen for attracting spectators, televi-
sion provided a focal point through which camera operators framed family 
members (or guests) as visual attractions. But the familial gaze was not just 
a form of objectification. As I argue in chapter 3, women often delighted in 
using television as a backdrop against which to display their fashions in ways 
that often spoke to women’s visual pleasure and relationships with one an-
other, and not just to the voyeuristic pleasure of men. 

Throughout, I analyze tv snapshots as a social practice. In her ethno-
graphic work on British women’s snapshot cultures (conducted in the 2000s), 
Gillian Rose calls attention to how women used analog snapshots to sustain 
family and friendship networks by, for example, enclosing them in letters or 
looking at them with guests. “Women’s photographic practices suggest that 
photographing family and friends, and doing things with those photos like 
making albums, does in fact represent at least some aspects of women’s do-
mestic lives extraordinarily well, and indeed far from naively reproducing 
dominant ideologies of domestic femininity, family albums often negotiate 
such ideologies with remarkable skill.”18 Similarly, in the US context, family 
snapshots were an analog means of creating and sustaining social networks. 
In the late nineteenth century and through the midcentury period, photog-
raphy was a popular activity at women’s luncheons, children’s birthday par-
ties, and other domestic gatherings. 

Kodak’s major postwar competitor, Polaroid Land, carved out a niche for 
its products by marketing them as social media. When it first appeared in 
1948, the Polaroid was the first snapshot camera to take photos that materi-
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alized in a minute, without the need to send film to development labs. Pola-
roid promoted the camera not only as a novel attraction, but also as a means 
for photographers to attract people to themselves. Unlike Kodak’s focus on 
female consumers, Polaroid often advertised its camera as a boy’s toy that 
dazzled friends, family, and strangers with the awesome technical trick of 
portraits on demand. As one ad put it, “You’re the Life of the Party with a Po-
laroid Land Camera.”19 Considering the larger significance of Polaroid in the 
history of photography, Peter Buse argues that by focusing almost exclusively 
on family and memory, scholars have often overlooked the snapshot camera’s 
relation to fun, play, and sociality.20 

Regardless of camera brand or film stock, tv snapshots capture the fun 
people had by pairing tv and cameras. Some photos show family members 
and friends involved in ludic activities or performing before the tv screen 
(a subject I take up in chapter 2); others are modes of tv hobby art (as with 
still lifes, trick shots, and screenshots, which I discuss in chapters 1 and 2). 
Still others show people engaged in sexual playfulness (as with the dress- up 
photos and homemade pinups I consider in chapters 3 and 4). 

While most snapshots appear to be taken with low- end cameras and de-
veloped in company labs, the postwar decades witnessed increased enthusi-
asm for amateur photography. Although amateur is a loaded term (imply-
ing lower skills or “not quite art”), and while it is a slippery category (many 
so- called amateurs aspired to — and sometimes did — exhibit their work and 
earn income for it), I use the term here as it was deployed by midcentury 
camera companies, photography magazines, and photographers themselves. 
At midcentury the term generally implied a hobby rather than a vocation. 
Like weekend painters who dabbled in the arts, shutterbugs proliferated in 
the 1950s and 1960s. Many amateurs — especially those striving toward pro-
fessional status — used high- end equipment and set up dark rooms (often in 
their basements or garages — in other words, men’s spaces). Notably, the ad-
vice discourses aimed at amateurs were highly gendered. The Kodak manual 
showed men manhandling photos (for example, men appear in darkrooms 
processing negatives or scaling up photos on the Kodak Hobbyist Enlarger), 
while women place photos in albums, arrange them on walls, or engage in 
the “pleasant habit” of putting snapshots into letters.21 Despite growing num-
bers of female photographers at midcentury, magazines like Popular Photog-
raphy and U.S. Camera spoke primarily to men.

The photography magazines quickly took up an interest in television. In 
1949, one camera club contest (sponsored with a prize from U.S. Camera) 
invited shutterbugs to compete for the best photo (or home movie) that de-
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picted the photographer’s new tv set.22 More generally, as I discuss in chap-
ter 2, photography magazines promoted the new hobby art of shooting snap-
shots off the tv screen, and they also taught readers how to create other 
photographic “tv crafts.” In such ways, the expert advice on photography 
linked the television set and the snapshot camera, promoting their use as 
companion technologies in postwar homes.

Amateur interest in photography was encouraged by the midcentury pe-
riod’s more general elevation of photography to an art form. In 1944, the 
Museum of Modern Art (MoMA) mounted the first US exhibition of snap-
shot photography, The American Snapshot. Curated by MoMA’s first director 
of photography, Willard Morgan, the show included numerous family snap-
shots (the exhibition catalog opens with a photo of baby “Butch”). In 1955, 
MoMA’s Family of Man became a major source of public fascination. Created 
by Edward Steichen (MoMA’s director of photography from 1947 to 1961), 
along with a board of midcentury luminaries (including anthropologist Mar-
garet Mead), the uniquely staged exhibit displayed 503 photographs of peo-
ple from around the world, and it traveled to thirty- seven countries across 
six continents.23 For those who did not attend the show (or else wanted to 
relive it), The Family of Man was the subject of a 1955 cbs tv documentary 
and was also memorialized in a best- selling book that could be found on 
coffee tables across the nation.24 The exhibit’s use of the word family in the 
title, and the numerous photos of children and kin, no doubt resonated with 
the family photography that ordinary people shot in their homes. Despite its 
humanist intentions, critics debated (and continue to debate) the exhibition’s 
political and ideological complexities, particularly regarding colonialism, 
racism, and “first world” displays of “others.”25 

Nevertheless, across the nineteenth and twentieth century, photographers 
of color had a major influence on the medium, and at midcentury, photog-
raphy was increasingly central to the politics of race, nationalism, and civil 
rights. Deborah Willis’s 1994 pathbreaking anthology Picturing Us highlights 
the importance of photography for Black publics across the nineteenth and 
twentieth centuries.26 As Willis writes (in a separate essay), “A number of 
black people felt that there were no representative images of their experi-
ences published in periodicals or on postcards. Thus some felt it necessary 
to address this visual omission by setting up photography studios, writing 
editorials, and posing for the camera.”27 In her oft- cited essay “In Our Glory,” 
bell hooks claims, “Cameras gave back to black folks, irrespective of our class, 
a means by which we could participate fully in the production of images. . . . 
Access and mass appeal have historically made photography a powerful loca-
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tion for the construction of an oppositional black aesthetic. In a world before 
racial integration, there was a constant struggle on the part of black folks to 
create a counter- hegemonic world of images that would stand as visual resis-
tance, challenging racist images.”28 Speaking specifically of home- mode pic-
tures, she adds, “Photographs taken in everyday life, snapshots in particular, 
rebelled against all of those photographic practices that re- inscribed colonial 
ways of looking and capturing images of the black ‘other.’ ”29

Given the diverse range of families who made tv snapshots, and espe-
cially the numerous African American tv snapshots that appear on the col-
lector’s market, it seems important at the outset to consider the different his-
torical experiences against which snapshots resonate. As Stuart Hall argues 
in his essay on vernacular studio photographs of diasporic publics, even if 
such photographs are highly generic, they call for a “politics of reading” on 
the part of the critic and an effort to understand the historical context of the 
people posing in them, to see the photos from their point of view.30 Although 
I don’t think it’s possible to fully understand the experience of the people in 
the snapshots I’ve collected, nevertheless, both photography and television 
had different meanings and uses for differently situated publics. Hall’s con-
cept of “articulation” is especially useful here as it allows for an understand-
ing of how media forms can resonate differently in their connections and at-
tachments to different histories, memories, and lived practices.31 Even while 
I acknowledge my limited perspective, in this book I speculate on family 
photos in the context of historical scholarship as well as primary documents 
(such as the Black press) that shed light on race, photography, and television 
(mostly with reference to African American publics). 

At midcentury, Black art photographers and photojournalists explored 
everyday portraiture in ways that encouraged African American publics to 
see their own lives through the pictures. The Sweet Flypaper of Life (1955), 
with photographs by Roy DeCarava and text by Langston Hughes, is a ca-
nonical example.32 A photo poem about daily life in Harlem, the book fea-
tures, for example, a child playing at an open fire hydrant, couples dancing in 
kitchens, pedestrians walking down streets, a mother washing dishes, teen-
agers around a jukebox. Hughes’s poetic narration presents Harlem through 
the eyes of grandmother Sister Mary Bradley, who serves as a framing de-
vice for the photos, speaking conversationally in female talk about her fam-
ily and neighbors. Published in the same year as The Family Man, The Sweet 
Flypaper of Life pictured life in a community of color created in the context 
of segregation, migration, and Jim Crow, marking experiences that were not 
universal (as with the theme of Steichen’s exhibit) but rather formed through 
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historical circumstance. The book’s focus was on ordinary daily experience 
as opposed to the often- sensationalized portraits and stereotypes of Black 
life in mainstream photojournalism.

Over the course of the 1960s, as Black photographers, curators, and crit-
ics protested the closed world of museum photography and came to have 
increased presence in that world, the ordinary snapshot camera continued 
to resonate against the larger meanings of photography as a tool for opposi-
tional voices and practices.33 Along these lines, hooks emphasizes the quotid-
ian nature of the family portrait and especially its role in homemaking: “Most 
southern black folks grew up in a context where snapshots and the more styl-
ized photographs taken by professional photographers were the easiest im-
ages to produce. Significantly, displaying those images in everyday life was as 
central as making them. The walls of images in southern black homes were 
sites of resistance. They constituted private, black- owned and - operated, gal-
lery space where images could be displayed, shown to friends and strangers. 
These walls were a space where, in the midst of segregation, the hardship of 
apartheid, dehumanization could be countered.”34 In practices of home dec-
oration, the family photo made counter- hegemonic ways of looking part of 
the domestic interior. 

Although it would be a vast act of overinterpretation to say that African 
American snapshots are always acts of self- conscious resistance to racism, 
snapshot cameras nevertheless provided ways to reappropriate racist prac-
tices in mainstream visual culture and, as hooks suggests, to feel at home 
with one’s image. Given television’s own legacy of racism (a subject to which 
I will return), the snapshot camera offered a home- mode antidote to net-
work television’s omissions, stereotypes, and hegemonic acts of inclusion. 
With a snapshot camera, it was possible to intervene and talk back to tv. By 
posing in their tv settings, African Americans, as well as other underrepre-
sented people of color, could make themselves the subjects of pleasing repre-
sentations with a medium that often failed to please them.

Throughout this book, I see tv snapshots as a site for the creative pro-
duction of images, social identities, pleasures, and lived historical experi-
ences. That said, found photos can be stubborn things to understand. Cer-
tainly, as John Berger argues, “Photographs bear witness to a human choice.” 
The photograph “is already a message about the event it records. . . . At its 
simplest, the message, decoded, means: ‘I have decided that seeing this is 
worth recording.’ ”35 Yet, human choices — as actor- network theory reminds 
us — are bound up with objects and technical affordances that play a role in 
social practice.36 For example, a snapshot camera’s shutter speed limited the 
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range of action in a snapshot and helped to determine how humans posed 
for the camera; even moderately fast movement could result in blur, so peo-
ple had to avoid quick facial expressions, stand relatively still, or imitate do-
ing things (like reading a book or feeding a baby). Kodak’s color film was 
based on the bias of its Shirley card tests (which used a white model as the 
standard), binding photographic techniques, as Shawn Michelle Smith has 
shown, to the history of eugenics, in which whites used photographs to re-
inforce racist beliefs in white beauty hierarchies.37 In this sense, while pho-
tos register a field of human choices, they nevertheless are imbricated in the 
agency of things (what devices can and can’t do) and with human- object re-
lations. Moreover, as found images, tv snapshots are a complicated archive, 
always resisting empirical claims and always open to interpretation.

Lost, Found, and Re-collected: The Everyday Archive
This book is a product of serendipity — the various turns of good fortune I’ve 
had in my search for lost things. Nevertheless, found photos pose challenges. 
Most of the snapshots in this book come from anonymous trade routes and 
are ripped from their original contexts. Online dealers or vintage shop own-
ers accumulate them at estate sales and break up collections.38 While dates 
are often stamped on the photos, in many cases they are not (and, therefore, 
I have made educated guesses).39 Offering little to go on, snapshots remain 
enigmatic. 

These snapshots are collectibles, but not always, or even primarily, be-
cause they feature tv sets. Instead, they are part of a more general collec-
tors’ culture around found photos. My search for tv snapshots on Google 
produced examples uploaded to share sites like Flickr and Pinterest and to 
various photography and collector’s blogs.40 In the material spaces of flea 
markets, thrift shops, and vintage stores, tv snapshots are typically strewn 
among many other sorts of snapshots, so that searching for them is needle- 
in- haystack research. I decided, therefore, to check eBay in the hopes that 
its searchable site would allow me to find my objects of desire in a more fo-
cused way. On a hunch I typed in “tv snapshots.” Jackpot! That search term 
resulted in a steady flow of photos sold by online vintage stores and photo 
dealers. 

While the search terms I use designate my interest, other people who buy 
tv snapshots are not necessarily concerned with tv. They may just as well be 
interested in snapshots featuring midcentury fashions, furniture, or cats — all 
of which are also search terms that often result in snapshots that feature tv 
sets. In this respect, the archive I have amassed is searchable online, but the 
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search terms I use do not refer to a preexisting archive; instead, the search 
has the curious effect of creating the archive, or at least facilitating my col-
lection as such.

In its role as a repository and trading post for found photographs, eBay has 
become an everyday experience for an online collectors’ culture.41 While eBay 
characterizes itself foremost as a virtual store, it also assumes the other mean-
ing of the word store, operating as an archive formed through an impulse to 
save objects — or more specifically, photographs of objects — that appear on 
the site. In addition, eBay is a social media site on which sellers weave tales 
about objects to make them more desirable, and eBay’s community board lets 
buyers swap stories of their own. My use of eBay as a research tool, therefore, 
is framed by this everyday online experience where shopping, storytelling, 
and storing the past are interrelated activities. 

Even though I was surprised to find so many snapshots, my collection of 
roughly five thousand should not be regarded as a representative sample in 
the empiricist sense. Instead, I use terms like a lot and numerous to indicate 
general trends or iconographic subgenres (such as dress- up photos or trick 
shots). This may be annoying to readers who want statistical generalizations, 
but it would be pointless and misleading to quantify things that can’t be 
counted but that still, I argue, “count” as important materials through which 
to understand the past. As I write this book, new tv snapshots appear online 
every day. Like many digital archives, this one is not finite. It is generative. 
While I do think the relatively large collection I have amassed helps confirm 
the significance of the practice, it is impossible to know how many tv snap-
shots people produced compared, say, with snapshots of their poodles or pi-
anos. This is, however, not my concern. Instead of calculating general trends, 
I explore snapshots as iterations of a popular practice through which people 
visualized themselves and their new tv homes. Moreover, I examine photos 
that seem to divert from photographic trends and family snapshot norms. 
Such snapshots offer counter- memories to the reigning historical narratives 
about tv as a sentimental family medium. By looking at snapshots in rela-
tion to each other and alongside adjacent media (like pinups or art photog-
raphy), I hope to give them significance beyond the stray example, and to 
show how family snapshots speak to absent (or silenced) voices in television 
history. By reading them in their varied historical contexts, I hope to under-
stand them from the point of view of their posers (even if that is often more 
conjecture than fact).

In Image Matters, Tina Campt considers the unwieldy nature of family 
photographs and the difficulties entailed in interpreting their relevance to 
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their posers and for history more generally. Based on historical collections 
of snapshots of Black German families and studio portraits of West Indian 
migrants in England, Campt reconstructs their affective resonance and the 
historical experiences they suggest. Rather than view the photos just as strays 
or singular orphans (a term often used in film studies to consider found ob-
jects like home movies), Campt argues we should examine them as sets that 
resonate with each other and speak to the material, affective, and haptic ex-
periences of people who posed in and made them. Like Hall, Campt sees 
historical contextualization and the politics of reading as central concerns, 
and she demonstrates how the photos in her study speak to “fugitivity,” alter-
ity, counter- narratives, and the everyday struggles and pleasures of publics 
whose voices were rarely documented or saved in archives.42 In this regard, 
collections of family photos can mark the significance of everyday life in 
ways different from, and sometimes in terms more compelling than, canoni-
cal works of photographic art. As Campt suggests, family photos are complex 
texts that demand close textual analysis, a method that I employ here.

Given their intimate and personal nature, snapshots pose ethical con-
cerns. Archivists and historians often negotiate the complexities of mak-
ing personal images public. This is easy to forget at a moment when digital 
photos have made snapshot photography into a public act in which people 
display their private lives willingly, gleefully — and share photos online with 
others they may have never met. The found photos I explore in this book 
are pictures of other people’s homes and were created in the context of inti-
macy. In other words, they weren’t meant for me (or you as readers) to see. 
Therefore, at the start, it seems important to acknowledge the sense of eaves-
dropping or even surveillance I often feel when looking at photos of families 
that aren’t mine. This is especially the case in relation to families of color, for 
whom photography was historically connected to the politics of intimacy 
and resistance against hegemonic visual practices. And it seems equally im-
portant to acknowledge that photography has also historically been used as 
a disciplinary means of surveillance disproportionately against people of 
color.43 Looking in other people’s houses, then, is not an entirely innocent 
practice.

For many readers, tv snapshots may well evoke “kitschy” sensibilities. 
Readers may find themselves laughing at or nostalgic for the clunky tv con-
soles, flamingo pink curtains, pompadours, go- go boots, miniskirts, and yel-
low shag rugs. While I don’t want to police the joys of nostalgia (which I 
believe can at times serve redemptive and even critical functions for think-
ing about the relations among the past, present, and future), it’s important 
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to remember that people at the time did not likely experience their lives as 
kitsch. I return to these issues of history, memory, counter- memory, kitsch, 
and nostalgia in chapter 5 as I look at the memory cultures and art practices 
surrounding tv snapshots today. 

At the most practical level, my selection of snapshots is governed by copy-
right laws that make it possible for me to reprint snapshots (as long as I own 
them) that were produced up until 1977, when copyright laws changed. Nev-
ertheless, tv snapshots date well into the 1990s (even if the practice was less 
typical).44 In addition, while I focus on US photos, this is largely because of my 
location, my historical frame of reference, and the fact that online stores (like 
US eBay) sell mostly US snapshots. But because I have found snapshots from 
places around the world, I have decided occasionally to discuss or display 
these in various sections of this book. While I cannot address the specificities 
of national broadcasting systems in the scope of this project, readers should 
be aware when looking at international examples that broadcast systems 
manifest at different times and were differently organized across the globe. 
Even in the United States, in the late 1940s and early 1950s, television was  
mainly available in big cities and surrounding suburbs, and across the de-
cades, the number of stations in different regions of the country was uneven. 

More generally, when writing this book, I’ve grappled with choices and 
arrangements. Should I publish the blurry images, crooked angles, cut- off 
heads? Or should I display the more legible snapshots that approximate 
some of the basic standards set forth in instructional manuals? In some way 
this choice is decided for me in advance, as most dealers sell only the “good” 
(or most legible) photos because they are worth more on the collectors’ mar-
ket. But in many cases, my selections really come down to my own attrac-
tions and tastes. Which little girl in which party dress is the perfect example? 
The French provincial color tv or the sleek modern portable? The cat lying 
in front of the tv or the canary cage placed on top of one? These may seem 
inconsequential choices, but selection and arrangement of documents is a 
major issue for all historians. As a space of what Jacques Derrida calls “con-
signation,” the archive makes choices, classifies, confers meaning, inscribes 
the documents of the past with the concerns of the present.45 As much as it 
preserves, the archive also destroys and silences pasts not chosen for inclu-
sion and display — an issue I discuss in more detail in chapter 5. 

What is the difference between an archive and a collection? For Derrida, 
who traces the etymology of the word, the archive is both a place (a house, 
consistent with the archive’s etymological ties to architecture, shelter, or 
the Greek arkheion) and a source of official power or commandment (the 
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arkhe — an authority or “place from which order is given”). Here, I use the 
term archive in both ways. The snapshots are literally pictures of houses, but 
they remain homeless, torn from their original home- mode forms of collec-
tion (the album, the box, the dresser drawer) but not yet housed in an official 
museum or archive. This book, then, is not the same as a personal collection, 
but it is also not based on the sorts of things typically found in archives. tv 
Snapshots is best categorized as a re- collection, literally a collection of other 
people’s collections; figuratively, a history that straddles the lines between an 
official archive and a family album. 

In the course of my research, colleagues recommended I use software 
programs to compile searchable lists and logs. I did try. But my attempt to 
mimic official archiving escaped me. I found the software alienating. The 
searchable logs were too systematic, unable to grasp the affective range of 
the snapshots, at least as I understood them. How do you, after all, make the 
punctum searchable? I did, however, find a way to organize the pictures. I 
saved and arranged my tv snapshots in ordinary family photo albums. This 
home- mode form of preservation was appealing to me, perhaps because the 
albums evoke the intimacy and women’s pleasures through which family 
photos were historically saved. Without essentializing my preservation prac-
tices as feminine, it does strike me that my choice must have been related to 
what Daniel Miller calls “the comfort of things.”46 I like touching and hold-
ing the material pictures, putting them in and taking them out of albums, 
more than I like them when they appear digitized as jpegs and metadata on 
my computer. The family album is familiar to me, the way I saved photos for 
most of my life. It inspires me to think about tv snapshots in relation to the 
people who made them, selected them, wrote funny little remarks on them, 
and preserved them in their own albums.

In the past two decades, photography studies has taken a material turn. 
Historians and theorists like Elizabeth Edwards and Janice Hart, Margaret 
Olin, and Christopher Pinney see photographs not just as images, but also 
as three- dimensional things that people touch, trade, and put in other things 
(like albums). Snapshots accrue meaning and affective resonances in the pro-
cess of their circulation and manipulation, literally as they are handled and 
change hands.47 Handling torn, faded, used snapshots literally means physi-
cal touching, but it also involves the more affective sense of being touched by 
a photo. And because tv snapshots are other people’s photos, I am touched 
secondhand. 

In its appeal to ordinariness and the materiality of things, tv Snapshots 
especially finds inspiration in Ann Cvetkovich’s An Archive of Feelings.48 As 
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Cvetkovich envisions it, the archive of feelings suggests an archive composed 
of collections made of things and sensations not typically saved in official 
archives. Her immediate concern is with lesbian cultural artifacts and the 
memories, traumas, and pleasures they evoke. Her archive includes ephem-
era like diaries, films, videos, and pamphlets that contain counter- memories 
and clues into the affective relations among people whose lives went undocu-
mented by official archives. Although Cvetkovich finds ephemera in material 
places (like lgbtq community centers), her concept of the archive is more 
expansive. She sees artifacts of lesbian visual culture (films, videos, photo-
graphs) as ephemeral archives that record memories, histories, and affects 
that are not saved or stored in physical sites. As she argues elsewhere, photo-
graphs also store affect.49 

The word affect has a complicated genealogy and a range of uses.50 Pho-
tography scholars variously use the term to think about how photographs 
(as images, objects, and social practices) can resonate culturally and not just 
in relation to individual emotions. Given the tv snapshot’s relation to the 
sensations and textures of everyday life, in this book I especially draw on 
Kathleen Stewart’s Ordinary Affects. She writes, “The ordinary is a shifting 
assemblage of practices and practical knowledges. . . . Ordinary affects are 
the varied, surging capacities to affect and to be affected that give everyday 
life the quality of a continual motion of relations, scenes, contingencies, and 
emergences.”51 Stewart (like many others interested in affect theory) sees af-
fect as being “akin to Raymond Williams’s structures of feeling.”52 But fol-
lowing the more Deleuzian- inspired sense of the term, she also suggests that 
ordinary affects are less a structure than “an animate circuit” of intense and 
banal encounters, and a “contact zone where the overdeterminations of cir-
culations, events, conditions, technologies, and flows of power literally take 
place.”53 Stewart composes her book as an “assemblage of disparate scenes” of 
everyday life, stitching together affective experiences she claims are “patchy” 
and without closure.54

In this book, I patch together an assemblage of other people’s daily scenes. 
Although they are often taken on occasions (Christmas, birthdays, etc.), 
snapshots engage a dialectic between the rhythms and rituals of dailiness and 
those times marked as special (or what Kodak called “Kodak moments”). In 
the pages that follow, I try to capture moments of everyday life in tv homes 
just as a photographer might snap a picture. 

Admittedly, this mode of image capture grasps at things that can’t really 
be neatly bundled or “framed.” Henri Lefebvre called his theory of everyday 
life the study of “what is left over,” literally that which remains after the ac-
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ademic analysis of specialized and structured activities (like the law or the 
economy).55 The everyday is ephemeral, contingent, habitual, not easily sub-
jected to historical time. The desire to know it (my desire here) can reify ev-
eryday experience as a thing and lose its ephemeral nature. There is always 
the danger of essentializing the things of everyday life and holding them up 
as “authentic” even though most of the objects are manufactured and sold 
on mass markets. Michel de Certeau’s focus on the creative reappropriation 
of mass- produced goods and the spaces of daily life has been central to the 
conceptualization of the everyday as a field of actions, iterations, and poten-
tial resistance to (or at least divergence from) the more sedimented spaces 
of institutionalized power. Drawing on de Certeau, Edwards and Hart see 
the materiality of photographs in terms of “the operations of everyday life,” 
arguing that “even the most pragmatically engendered materialities, such as 
photograph frames and albums, come to have meaning through habitual re-
iterations of engagement with them.”56 

Theories of the everyday have also been key to my home field of televi-
sion studies for quite some time. Interest in the everyday spans methods of 
ethnographic and historical research on television households and textual 
analysis of programs. British cultural studies had a profound influence on 
the study of television as a lived practice, not just in terms of tv programs 
but also what Raymond Williams (in 1975) famously theorized as the “flow” 
of textual materials in the context of the home reception environment.57 So-
ciological and ethnographic studies by scholars such as David Morley, Roger 
Silverstone, and David Gauntlett and Annette Hill helped to define a field of 
inquiry into the dynamic of tv watching at home, and studies in varied in-
ternational contexts have been central to this work.58 

Feminist television scholars (who are a major influence for my book) 
have laid the groundwork for much of this project, and they continue to in-
vent new directions. Pathbreaking scholarship on broadcast- era soap op-
eras and other daytime programs by authors like Tania Modleski, Char-
lotte Brunsdon, Dorothy Hobson, Christine Geraghty, Marsha Cassidy, and 
Elana Levine demonstrate the everyday pleasures these programs afforded 
their mostly female audiences as well as the industry’s attempts to capture 
women’s attention by integrating programs into what Modleski calls the 
“rhythms of reception” in the home.59 Historians and critics like Ernest Pas-
cucci, Amy Villarejo, Quinlan Miller, Lynne Joyrich, Ron Becker, and Gary 
Needham have considered how broadcast television addressed — or failed to 
address — the everyday life of lgbtq publics, whose daily experiences did 
not always square with the networks’ obsessive focus on heterosexual family 
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audiences (especially in the period I investigate here).60 Analyzing more re-
cent postnetwork tv, scholars such as Misha Kavka, Frances Bonner, Laurie 
Ouellette, Racquel Gates, Brenda Weber, Ann duCille, Mimi White, Amy 
Holdsworth, and Karen Lury examine such genres as lifestyle and make-
over shows, court TV, dating shows, game shows, reality home shows, and 
children’s programming in relation to neoliberal self- care, race, sexuality, 
and modes of intimacy, affect, and pleasure.61 In much of this scholarship, 
the quotidian aspects of tv — its structures of feeling and structuring influ-
ence on lived routines, as well as its use for the playful unstructuring of daily 
grinds — opens compelling, if thorny, questions about the medium’s place in 
everyday life. 

Regardless of the objects of study, access to the everyday is limited, and 
especially so for historians. Cultural historians often explore diaries, letters, 
or scrapbooks to understand the experiences of ordinary people, whose lives 
are not archived in the ways that the lives of kings, stars, or presidents are. 
Similarly, television historians examine audience fan mail or letters to the 
editors of fan magazines, which offer glimpses into viewers’ thoughts about 
tv. But these sources are tricky in their randomness and lack of contextual-
ization.62 Snapshots are also tricky things. In this sense, I view snapshots as 
clues to questions rather than answers, as ways to see things typically thought 
so inconsequential as to go unseen. 

Across the chapters of this book, I explore snapshots as creative acts and 
textual forms that bear traces of everyday life with tv. I begin in chapter 1 by 
broadly considering television’s “thingness” as a material object in the home 
and how people — as picture takers — incorporated it into family portraits 
and displays of interior décor. This chapter also initiates my interest in the 
spatial orientations toward the tv set, its use as a setting for family activities 
and camera poses. 

Chapter 2 looks more specifically at television’s role in staging human 
poses and its use as a theatrical backdrop against which people performed 
everything from wedding ceremonies to dance recitals. I consider the snap-
shots in relation to midcentury theories of everyday life as dramaturgy put 
forth by midcentury sociologists (most prominently Erving Goffman). In 
addition to performances in front of the set, I explore performances with 
cameras as a mode of hobby art. I look at tv trick shots (in which, for exam-
ple, people used optical tricks to picture themselves performing on tv), and 
I examine the hobby art of screenshots, in which people captured images of 
programs and media events off tv. Throughout, I explore the dialectic be-
tween liveness (on tv) and stillness (in photos), and I analyze the uncanny 
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mergers between human posers in the home and the ethereal performers 
that emanate from the tv screen.

The next two chapters look at the performance of gender and sexuality 
in front of the tv set. In chapter 3 I discuss what I call dress- up snapshots 
and the everyday glamour that women enacted as they posed in front of tv 
screens. Drawing on fashion theory as well as film and television history, 
I analyze the dress- up poses in relation to women’s everyday life, arguing 
that women often used the new medium to direct the gaze at themselves 
(as opposed to programs on tv) and to fantasize about glamour inside and 
outside the home. I also explore photos that “queer” the family album by 
presenting people in nonconforming, nonheteronormative gender perfor-
mances in front of the tv. Chapter 4 picks up on this interest by consid-
ering more explicitly sexualized pinup photos featuring women in various 
stages of undress posing in front of tv sets. While many of these appeared in 
men’s magazines like Playboy, others were “homemade” pinups shot with or-
dinary snapshot cameras. These pinups raise questions about the sexual and 
erotic life of the tv home, a subject barely broached in tv history, which has 
mostly focused on tv’s status as a family medium. 

I end this book by reflecting on issues of tv history, the archive, and the 
memory cultures that form around tv today. Chapter 5 focuses on photo- 
share sites where people post and discuss midcentury tv snapshots and 
where contemporary photographers exhibit their own “retro” tv snapshots, 
so that the history of the form has now become a photographic art practice 
in itself. I consider these practices in addition to more general theoretical 
concerns about the digital photo archive and its relation to tv memory and 
history. In the brief conclusion, I draw out analytic frameworks of the book 
and think about the archive I’ve amassed in the memory practices of my own 
everyday life. In this sense, my history of tv snapshots is also history of the 
present. Throughout this book, I’ve found it impossible to separate history 
from memory fully, and rather than try to do so, I’m interested in the inter-
actions between the two that snapshots bring into focus. 

As anyone reading this book will observe, the television set is no longer 
the same object that it was in the twentieth century. Its midcentury object 
form now appears as an antique, a vestige of a Jurassic world without mobile 
screens or streaming media. But my sense is that the scholarship on the his-
tory of tv and everyday life is not really done. Discovering these snapshots 
confirmed my desire not only to know more but also to know differently, 
from another perspective. Given the fact that tv snapshots generally focus 
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on what is happening in front of or next to the tv set, this book reorients 
television studies away from the programs on-screen and the act of watching 
tv. Instead, I explore the home as a theater of everyday life, where people 
used snapshot cameras to make tv pictures of their own (figure I.4).

Figure i.4 1961.
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